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FLORIDA WINS PAIR
MILITARY BALL IS
WASHINGTON ALUMNI Sing Sing Chaplain Tells Why
OF T1GHTJ0NTESTS COMPLETE SUCCESS
LOOKING TO GAME
College Men Go To Jail
Second Court Battle Packed Sabre Club and Jungaleers Want Corps at D. C. for G. W.
with Thrills and Rough
Make Evening Memorable
Game Next Fall
Men Who Work Way Through College Rarely Become CrimiPlay
nals, Says Chaplain Petersen
The Military Ball, the first of its
The Washington Chapter of the
Still suffering from the malady kind ever to be held at Clemson Col- Clemson Alumni Association held its
which beset .them in the Tech game, lege, has come and gone and now first meeting of the New Year at the
All the best known colleges are ever much a highly educated man
the Tigers were hosts to the Uni- it remains only as a pleasant, never- Kennedy-Warren Hotel on January represented in Sing Sing Prison, may feel the disgrace of imprisonversity of Florida Gators over the to-be-forgotten memory in the minds 12, with Coach Jess Neely as guest but the majority of crimes for j ment and shrink from the associaweekend, and .dropped a pair of of those who were fortunate enough of honor.
wnieh college men are jailed are ' tlons of prison life, his superior ingames to them, the first 38-2.S .and to he .present. Despite the unfavordifferent from those in the case ot telligence prompts mm to accept
'ihe tning foremost in the minds
the second 3.7-33.
able weather conditions phophesied
non-college men, declares Anthony quietly the exigencies of his new
of
Ciemson men in ana near WashIn the first .game the Gators swept in all local newspapers, and the su
N. Petersen, Protestant chaplain of situation, and as a rule our college
into an early .lead and .held it .dur- perstition connected with Friday the'"18LOn 1S' uatluaily> tllB Clemson- the prison. College prisoners com- ■men are model prisoners. In fact,
ing the entire game, .despite a Tiger thlrteenth, the Field house was com- UB0ISe WaSJ3
mit larceny three times as frequent- disciplinary measures among them
Tally in the middlle of the second Jortably crowded with .enthusiastic be piayed here next October. The ly as others; forgery is their most are practically unknown.
Washington Chapter has plans unhalf hwich came within .two paints young dancers.
"For economy of prison adminispopular crime, and very rare is the
der
way for making this occasion I
of knotting the .count. Throughout
All the decorating had to he done
prisoner who has worked his way tration, among other reasons, they
the entirr game the Tigers pelted after the basketball game, but in a red-letter day in the history or | through college, declares Chaplain are not often put to such menial
the hoop only ID .see ,the baOI .roll spite of this handicap the decora- Clemson Athletics.
Petersen in an analysis in Redbook tasks as sweeping up refuse, but
around and drop out.
It -seemed tions were unusually -well adminisare assigned work for which their
Coacn Neely reviewed the events for February:
that they mu«t ;shoot .withaut .touch- tered :and presented an original nov- of tne last tno football seasons and
"Alumni of the best-known col- previous training especially fits them.
ing the rim in order to make them elty-effect.
discussed the prospects for next leges and universities (including my So they are to be found in the
count.
The Jungaleers were in She pink years team, he aiso discussed the own) share prison tasks with men prison library, or doing clerical or
Bradley, flashy .forward, led the of condition and offered their usual schedule ior the 19 3 3 season and whose mentality is that of a little secretarial work in our many offiSaurian offense in the first game type of polished rhythm for the oc- told many interesting things about child, under-privileged boys who ces. The present chief clerk in the
with an even dozen points. Gunn's casion. During the intermission-cof- .the New Southern Conference.
have never been taught to read and central office is a college-trained
defensive work .ke_pt the Tigers in fee was served and a small floor
write, and foreigners who cannot expert accountant who turned to
The following officers were elect- speak intelligible English. The son forgery. Other college men work in
liot water all of the evening; he show was presented for those who
was always where .he wo.uld cause desired to remain indoors rduring the ed lor ihe year 1933:
of one of the leading educators In our well-equipped hospital wards, or
the most trouble.
■short period of rest.
'America
has served two terms in in our clinics and laboratories. iMany
Edgar Morris, president; Frank
Craig pushed Bradley lor scoring
Jervey and Warren Ciadry, vice-pres- Sing Sing—and I should not be sur- of the instructors in the school are
honors with eleven points. Dillard,
also college unen—among whom is
idents; John T. Wigington, secre- prised to see him here again.
.Simons, and Woodward also swished
"On
a
single
day
last
week,
enone of the most remarkable teachtary; Jack Williams, treasurer.
.the net frequently.
tirely without prearrangement, I ers I have ever known; and many
In the senond game the Tigers
From the Washington Times:
had occasion to talk with former others are assigned as advisers to
faired a little better but still could
"We have great plans for the students of Princeton, Cornell, Sy- the inmates who are taking advancnot down the Gators. The half endClemson-George Washington Uni- racuse, Pennsylvania and Oklahoma ed studies through correspondence
• ed with the Gators holding a three
versity game," said Coach Neely last universities. Among other colleges courses.
point advantage. In the second half
Tigers on Spot
night before leaving Washington for and universities that I recall having
"To the best of my knowledge, we
■the scores mounted closely jaud .the
the Southern Conference meeting at had representatives here are Har- have not had any school-teachers or
game was pretty ro.ugh.
Simons,
The Tigers journeyed to Kentucky Richmond. "Our alumni groups in vard, Yale, Williams, Hamilton, college professors among our prisDillarci, and Woodward, were con- .Monday and clashed with the Uni- the North, in New York, Philadel Bowdoin, Niagara, Dickinson, Fiske, oners.
Whether this is because
stantly off and on their feet, and versity of Kentucky. Kentucky was 3>hia, and Washington, particularly Carlisle, Vanderbilt, Michigan, Min- such men do acquire a real educaseveral of the Florida flayers were evidently feeling badly over one the last named group, seem bound nesota, Tennessee, Oregon, Iowa, tion at college, or because of some,
seen spread out over the- floor trying .of the games .she lost earlier in the and determined to make the 1933 Southern California, Brooklyn Tech, thing connected with the essential
to cover the elusive ball.
season and took it. out on Davis' Clemson-G. W. football game a;i .Columbia, Fordham, New York Uni- altruism of their profession, the
The whole Florida team threaten- squad, winning 67 to 18.
epoch-making one in our gridiron versity, the University of the City truth remains that those who make
ed offensively with ewery main ,on
Sale led the wholesale slaughter history. No less than 200 of our of New York, Cambridge Glasgow, j teaching their life-work do not come
the team caging at least one. Love of the Bengal? with 22 points; alumni in New York have promised Berlin, Paris, Seven Oaks College to Sing Sing.
jand Cherry led their teammates -with Johnson followed him with 10, and to be on hand next October 14 when (England), and St. Joseph's College
"How does it happen tnat so
eight and seven points respectively. DeMoisey made 8. Kentucky used we meet G. W. A number of others (Holland), besides gymnasia and many of them are in prison? Why
Bradley found Dillard hard to shake ten men during the encounter and from New England, and from as far pedagogia
in
various European should men who belong to what is
off and :had to be content with six all of them broke into the scoring West as Michigan and Illinois will countries.
When a college glee- popularly considered our most privpoints instead of his usual dozen. column.
also be here."
club or choir sings here, there is ileged class make such a failure of
For the Tigers Simons came thru
Woodward, iSimons, and Craig led
almost certain to be an alumni re- life that they have to be shut up
Captain Frank Jervey, Clemson union with at least one man who
during the second half and teamed the Bengalis in scoring.
behind the bars? A college man
f
'14
said: "We are inaugurating i W6ars the pri50n gray
up with Dillard to drop in several
Ker ucky had garnered a dozen
now at Sing Sing is inclined to lay
.goals. He was the high scorer for points before Wooa-rrard sunk a plans now to bring the entire stuSING SING CULTURE
the blame on social and. economic
the game with eleven points. Dil- goal to open the Tiger's limited dent body of Clempon numbering
"The intellectual attmosphere of conditions. He says that in periods
lard pushed him with eight.
scoring. Thej led at the half 39-S. between 1,000 to 1,200, with the Sing Sing is far more cultured than of financial depression the proporstudent band, to Washington for the
On defense the Tigers showed up
most people suppose.
Among the tion of highly educated men who
game.
Some time this month we
better than on the preceding night.
inmates are experts in history, lit- are in prison should be expected to
will start negotiations with the railThey fought hard, -but couldn't seem
erature,
journalism,
philosophy, increase, because, in the first place
road companies in the matter of
to check all of the Florida men at
comparative phlology, science and a depression hits earlier and hardthe same time.
special rates. The Washington chapreligion. We have college-trained est those who are holding white-colter of the Clemson College Alumni
lawyers who usually are glad to lar jobs, and in the second place,
Association feels confident that we
give legal adivce to the other pris- these men are used to living better
will succeed in our efforts. We have
oners, and doctors who informally and more expensively than laborers
Shakespearean Players to Pre- discussed the various plans designed prescribe for minor ailments of their or mechanics, and. so, when the
to raise money to aid the student
fellow-inmates.
We once had an crisis comes, they are less able to
sent Famous Tragedy,
body and the student band. We are
unfrocked
clergyman;
a brilliant adapt themsleves to a lower scale
"Othello"
fully aware of the educational valscholar ht> was, too. One of these of living. I have not yet been able
ues of the trip to Washington for
highly educated men said to me: to get any statistical check on this
Formal initiation for the newly
The committee on assemblies is the students as well as for the team 'Chaplain, you don't class me with theory; but as far as it goes, it
elected pledges to the Tiger Broth- arranging for the presentation of and for the band, and we feel that
erhood began at the regular meet- "Othello" by the Avon Players, who we can work out a successful plan the rest of the prisoners here, do sounds plausible.
'No', I answered, 'I place
"Hard drinking and sexual exing of the Brotherhood on January have twice delighted Clemson au- for bringing them here for the Clem- you?
you
far
helow
them.
They
did
not
cesses
are, of course, narly always
11.
The initiation will last until diences with their presentations of son-G. W. game.
.have
your
training,
your
opportuniassociated
with a life of crime; but
the next meeting, during which time "Romeo and Juliet" and "Hamlet".
ties, your general background. So it would take a professional crimthe young "cubs" will be seen wear- February 3 is the date tentatively
I consider that you are much more inologist to say just how far they
ing the initiate's key and paying agreed upon, and the prices will be
to be condemned than these other are causes of crime, how far they
special attetnion to the old mem- twenty cents for students and forty
poor fellows who never had the are effects of crime, and to what
bers.
cents for others.
chance in life that you did.'
extent they are merely concomitant
The 15 men being taken into the
The Avon Players are popular at
"It
is
seldom,
however,
that
our
results of the ethical and emotional
Brotherhood this initiation are: W. Clemson if we may judge by the
college men show such a conceited instability which leads to both disS. Murph, G. E. Fogle, R. J. Clark- number who have attended, their
At a recent meeting of the Fresh- spirit. On the contrary, they seem sipation and crime. As regards colson. E. W. Bigger, Max Karelitz, past performances and the fine atman class held in the college audi- to feel the disgrace of their con- lege men who are sentenced to priJ. E. Hunter, L. H. Harvin, S. R. tention given them. It is expecttorium the following class officers viction and imprisonment more in- son, I am certain that drink and
Patterson, W. W. Barron, W. B. ed that even larger numbers will atwere elected:
H. T. Shores, presi- tensely than any other group of in- to a less extent, sexual ecxesses (esPerry, J. R. Hutcheson, J. N. Bar- tend the presentation of "Othello",
dent; F. E. Barron, vice president; mates. Usually, too, they think back pecially when followed by disease)
ney, A. W. Bridge, C. H. Hollis, which is considered one of the greatS. T. 'Mosely, secretary and Treasur- of the punishment to the crime for are distinctly causes of crime
It
W. L. Betsill, and C. S. Bryce.
est of Shakespeare's tragedies.
er; O. J. Rogers, historian.
which it was inflicted.
But how- is rarely that a college man eomex
(continued on page five)

CLEMSON MASSACRED
BY KENTUCKY FIVE

AVON PLAYERS MAY
TURN NEXT MONTH

15 MEN INITIATED
INTO BROTHERHOOD

ESWMAN CLASS
ELECTS OFFICERS
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QSCAR

SNOOPS AND WHOOPS

DID YOU HAPPEN TO SEE? ?
The crowd of high lights of the
military world at the dance? Who
advertized that anyway?
Steve Moss dancing with a certain
We think we have a lot of dances
"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
gal in a yellow dress reminds us of at Clemson. Well, may be we do,
something. What an exhibition.
but, according to the Tulane HullaFounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
Pretty quick job of decorating Fri- baloo, six hundred and fifty-eight
eollege session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
day night. Shows what can be ac- dances were held at Ohio State
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Colcomplished in a short time. Moral- University last year by campus oristic, what?
lege, South Carolina.
ganizations.
Whd,t?—No, this did
Simon Sorentrue Friday night? not come from Ripley's "Believe it
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
What in the world's gone wrong? or not" column.
Member Intercollegiate Press
that he wants everyone to Tut Tut.
Captain Heffner at the dance?
know that no one knows who he
In the Tulane Hullabaloo we find
is, and that no one ever will know Marathoning, Pete?
a lengthly editorial
concerning
EDITORIAL STAFF
A certain young couple of the sportsmanship at that institution.
who he is.
Not even the editor
knows how he 'finds his way into campus are rather inexperienced in It seems that there has been an atW. G. ASHMORE
^ J '^lll
the art of handling inexperienced titude among the Tulane students
AsS0Clate
r
his
room every week.
E. J. ADAMS
™f
that the best way he knows to felines.
to conduct themselves in varied
V. R. COGGINS
Managing Editor
The Corp's knowledge of foreign way.s The editor of the paper says,
get in the predicament that his
J L O. POSTER
Managing Ecfitor
W L LEVERETTE
Athletic Editor
picture shows him is to staTt a countries, birds, fish, mountains, "One time they are good sports,
freaks, and the like, is becoming and at the next event they are a
E L. MORRIS
Exchange Editor
scandal column.
more
and. more widened through the close approach to the worst in
that he is not trying to run
C P WALKER
Y. M. C. A. Editor
facilities
of the picture show. A sportsmanship."
Joke Editor
,a competitive race with the inT. M. WATSON
Why this inconsistency? That's
genious editors of Snoops and good comedy is fast becoming a
Staff Reporters
Whoops, but that he is merely try- thing of the past.
what we would like to know. Such
What's to become of the boot- variations in sportsmanship, altho
D. A. Barnes, J. C. Burton, W. C. Burton, W. C Cob'b, A. A.
ing to get a start in life.
Dickson, R. B. Eaton, F. E. Green, J. G. Gibbs, J. E.
that the best way he knows of leggers now, Grandma?
hard to explain, are bad, for a colLyles McKain moving chairs in lege as well as its students. For
Hunter, F. R. Her, K. E. Neusner, S. R. Patdoing it is to give the people the
terson, A. S. Thomas
things they like to read. And that the snow; could that have been an they form the standard by which
is also one of the best known meth- illusion?
each student is judged. Think It
Athletic Associates
The Jungaleers hiding behind the over, if you like, and form your own
ods of committing suicide.
M. S. J. Blitch, G. Chaplin, P. H. Latimer, J. Sherman
that people have fun either try- big flashy new music stands looked I opinion, and 'be guided by it on
ing to get in a column like this or like bigger and better business.
future occasions.
W. B. BARBER—Associate Joke Editor
Did you know that "Tea-bisquit"
trying to stay out of it.
BUSINESS STAFF
The Yellow Jacket Weekly, which
that the Hobgobblins will get Gilland, called Flinn by the boys
P M. PARROTT
Business Manager
you if you don't watch out. That from Kiugstree, is at the present is published by the students of RanJ F JAMES
Assistant Business Manager
you can't escape his little black eyes ,wirting his own Winchellized column dolph-Ma con College, states that
that dart hither and thither, seeing for the Columbia Record. The scrib- Virginia Polytechnic Institute has
CIRCULATION STAFF
all that goes on and passing it all ble is the daily attraction of the reformed its "rat" systeki in. such
W H PADGETT
Circulation Manager
front page and, according to Flinn, a way as to put the "fre^des" on
on to you.
F L. PRICKETT
Associate Circulation Manager
that he will not mention any is the talk of the town. Why can't nearly the .same plaid as their eldCirculation Associates
names in the first appearance, but we all have nice brother-in-laws? ers.
J. H. Hutcheson and W. B. Perry
This is in line with a popular
that you had tetter be on your It must be great.
Assistants
I guess that article in last week's trend, towards the abolishment of
guard from now on. That if there
C. C. Gibson, K. W. McGee, J. Z. Lancaster, E. T. Zimmerman
; is any scandal or dirt going on he "rag" will stifle any further at- hazing in all forms. Some men are
will find it out and you will know tempts of Winthrop "Heavies" to in accord with this, but, to men who
spout so-called poetry.
have experienced it, it's no unit when he does.
Jug Fo<gle "receiving" Sunday known fact that the "freshman
that he is rejoicing over the
treatment" is a good medicine to
fact that exams will soon be over. afternoon?
Bill Ashmore wake up with a start cure certain feelings of aloofness
And that despite the efforts of the
faculty,; he belie^.-es that there will and jump out of bed—and jump prevalent among high school graduates; so why should it be changed?
THE CORPS CAN STOP IT!
still be some "frissing" taking place back in again?
We see all the ear-marks of You tell me!
next week.
This is the last issue of THE TIGER before e»mtaations
that he hopes to have some a beautiful romance springing up
In scanning the pages of the Virand we extend our usual hackneyed caution to the students real interesting reading for you at between the blond unmarried coach
ginia
Tech, we find an article which
,and
a
very
well
known
young
lady
the next edition of the TIGER.
to be as honest as possible.
from Anderson.
Looks like that should be of interest to all who
The faculty has at last awakened to the fact that man
coach has been trying to change his call themselves males. Well—here
is not inherently honest as some insane idealists would have
goesstatus for a long time.
STATEMENT
'An Analysis of Women"
What heart-breaking basketball
us beleve. In fact, man is fundamentally dishonest as is
Central Dance Association
"This analysis of a common elegames.
proven by the fact that a little child will take what is not
"Sabre Club, yeah man" Good ment in everyday life was worked
his and will continue to do so as he grows older unless trained Bal. Bank Nov. 17, 1932___$182.85
Gaud!
Entertain at a lovely dance. out by a chemist at Indiana State
$129.60
otherwise. The lack of regard for another's property among Receipts Jr. Dance
Teacher's College.
Sounds
like a wedding.
Receipts Tiger Dance.
•? 49.35
the savage races is another proof of this fact.
The Park Avenue style approach
Element: Wtoman
Receipts Soph Dance
$115.00
to the field house? Now us ladies'
Occurrence: Found wherever man
We wish to compliment the faculty upon the new rulings
exists,
seldom in free state; with
men
won't
be
able
to
tote
our
dolls
Total
$476.80
regarding dishonesty upon examinations, and especially upon
few exceptions, the combined state
in our arms.
the requirement that a professor must remain m the room
Expenditures—November
Oh boy, and all that stuff. Did is preferred.
for the duration of the test. It is common knowledge that in 25—stamps
$ 1-00 Count Moise realize a life time's
Physical properties: All colors
8.00 ambition at the Military Ball? As and sizes, usually in disguised conthe past when certain professors left the room, books were 25—Light bulbs
40.00 protege to the "Great All" he has dition; face covered with a film of
opened one hundred per cent, and the exams literally copied 25—Change for door
2(5—,w. L. Schachte
65.00 gathered in many hints.
composite material; balks at nothverbatim. Gentleness, persuasion, trustfulness, and the like
28—Chambers Ptg. Co.
7.10
ing and freezes at a moment's nowill never stop dishonesty here or at any other school. The 28—L. C. Matrin Drug. Co.__ 1.50
tice; however, melts when properly
facts are ugly but unfortunately true.
28—Clinkscales & Crowther. 6.16
treated; very bitter if not well used.
SOCIOLOGISTS' DUTY
3.00
We should like to advance a plan of our own to supple- 28—Y. M. C. A
Chemical properties: Very active;
TO RAISE H2.25
possesses great affinity for gold;
ment that of the faculty which observation convinces us will 03—L. D. Strom
1.80
Cincinnati—(IP)— One of the silver, platinum and precious stones;
work successfully. There are certain courses, such as military 30—State & Fed. Tax
9—w. L. Schachte
50.00 most sacred duties of the sociolo- violent reaction when left alone;
science and a number of others, in which there is literally 10—Dec. for Tig. Dance
2.85 gist, in the opinion of Dr. Edward able to absorb expensive food at any
no cheating . Of course a few attempts have been made— 12—Rent of Parish House
5.00 A. Ross of the University of Wis- time; turns green when placed bebut they have never been repeated, simply because the man 12—L. D. Strom
1-50 consin, is to "raise hell" at times. side a better looking specimen—
is not there to repeat them. Unceasing vigilance and knowDecember
He expressed this belief here in ages very rapidly; fresh variety has
2.40 an address before the American So- very magnetic attraction.''
ledge of certain punishment prevents a student's eyes from 1—Wire for decorations
Maybe our own professor Lippin3—Dec. from Greenville
25.00 ciological Society, in which he constraying from his paper—not a feeling of righteousness.
5—Dec. from E. R. & Co.__ 65.58 demned "shrinking violent complex- cott could improve on the above
Force is the only method by which the cheating habit 15—L. D. 'Strom
2.50 es," and the dodging of controver- analysis if he only had the specican be broken, and it must be broken before it can be con- 16—Stamps
1-00 sial subjects by professors of so- men.
17—No Break Cards
12.50 ciology.
trolled !
17—Hammer & nails
2.40
"We don't want to dehumanize
PICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
Our plan is briefly this:
sociology,"
Dr.
Ross
said.
"At
19—Change
15.00
For all freshman exams which are too large for one or
20—Large light bulbs
11.43
January 20—"Farewell to Arms",
two faculty members to patrol thoroughly, let the Senior 20—Carolina Theatrical Co._ 25.00 certan times, under certain conditions, it is the most sacred duty an excellent picture featuring Helen
Council and volunteers from the senior class act as guards or 21—rw .L. Schachte
64.00 of sociologists to 'raise hell'. They Hayes and Gary Cooper. Admission
a vigilante committee Let these men keep down dishonshould give their conclusions on 25c.
January
esty in their own way and give the honest man a chance which 8—L. C. Martin Drug Co.— 5.75 such things as companionate marJanuary 21—"Congorilla"—lie.
January 23—"If I had a Million"
he has never had before. Repeat this procedure during the 8—Clinkscales & Crowther_ 7.50 riage, sex, marriage and divorce
and
other
problems
in
their
realm
—20c.
9—y.
M.
C.
A.
3.00
final examinations and use the same system next year on
January 24—"Rackety Rax", also
2.60 when asked."
both the freshmen and the sophomores. After two years of 9—state & Fed. Tax
"Spirit of the Campus" with Regino cheating, the habit should be broken—then an honor sysA man with an inefficient mind nald Warrentrath.
Total
$440.82
tem may be discussed.
Coming: "Washington Merry-GoTotal receipts
$476.80 wears inefficient dress, while the
We offer this merely as a suggestion. The only way the
Total expenses
$440.82 man with a rational mind dresses Round", Island of Lost Souls", "Mys_
rationally.—M. Athe of Cambridge terious Rider", "Strange Interlude",
Corps will ever be thoroughly cleaned up is by the members
University.
and "Madame Butterfly".
Balance
?
35.9i
themselves weeding out all undesirables.

EDITORIAL
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GOVERNOR'S PICTURE
WOVEN jYJEXTILES
Textile Students Create Likeness of Blackwood in
Cloth
An interesting project in textile
design recently completed in the
weaving division of the Clemson
College Textile Department is a
woven likeness of Honorable Ibra
C. Blackwood, Governor of South
Carolina. This picture, executed in
black and white by interweaving
black and white threads, is a reproduction of a photograph showing
the governor in profile.
The art of picture weaving has
reached its highest perfection in
silk weaving. Here the fineness of
the threads and. corresponding closeness with which they may be woven
in the cloth permit so accurate a
blending of white and black as to
secure the intermediate tones of
grey necessary to reproduce closely
the detail of a portrait. The gover-

THE TIGER
nor's picture has, however, been
woven into cotton fabric with approximately 80 threads per inch, the
design having been worked out in
much the same manner as that of a
table damask in which floral patterns are commonly executed.
The steps in weaving a picture
into cloth are as follows:
1. Enlarging the photograph to
cover the reauisite number of
squares on commercial design paper.
This enlargement, in the case of
Governor Blackwood's picture, occupied a space 4x6 feet and covered an area of approximately 500,000 squares on the design paper.
2. Executing the features by
combination of weaves to produce
lines and shadows.
3. Preparing the pattern cards
which numbered over 800 in this
case.
The woven picture is 1V2 x 10
inches.
The Clemson textile students have woven a picture of Dr.
E. W. Sikes, President of Clemson
College, in a similar manner. These
pictures are interesting souvenirs
and may be added to memory books

or framed and used for wall decoration. Thousands of these pictures
have been distributed to visitors at
.fairs and expositions, to school
children, and to visitors at the college.
Any one interested in securing
one of these woven pictures may do
so by sending ten cents in postage
or framed and used for wall decorTextile Department, Clemson College, S. C

PAGE THREE
ber stamping the young gentlemen
who had paid their admission, they
considered it foci proof. The stamp
was affixed on tne right wrist, and
was there to show that all was well.
But it usually happens that in
every group of men students there
is at least one budding young artist,
and these young artists are taking
their kits with them when they gc
to dances. In the kits are various
.pointed per.s and inks of different
hue.

One of the group goes thru the
gate, pays his admission and has the
And Ink to "Make" Dances imprint of the stamp placed on his
wrist. Then he comes out.
The
artist has a pattern to work from.
Cleveland—(IP)—The smart lads The rest is easy.
who attend high school 'open' dancAnother less perfect plan is to
es these days, it appears, are perfecting the art of gate crashing in a moisten the wrist which has been
manner which would cause the great stamped, and transfer the stamp to
Connolly to hang his head in shame. another wrist. This, of course, is
'Not that they object to paying the
likely to be detected if their is any
admission fee, but it's more fun to
.printing on the legal stamp, because
crash the gate.
When the Great Minds which plan it will be backward when transferdances hit upon the scheme of rub- red.
Gate Crashers Use Pen

Double-Headed Snake
Killed in Edgefield
J. A. Crawford, director of physical education at the University of
South Carolina, has received from a
colored man in Edgefield County,
S. C, a snake with a head perfectly
formed at each end of the body. The
negro killed the snake in attempting
to capture it alive.
Crawford said the Negro's account
of seeing the snake raise both its
heads and protrude its tongues probably was true, but he doubted the
story of the snake being able to
crawl in either direction.
Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars of the
New York Zoological Gardens, one
of the country's most famous snake
students, has asked that he be given
the snake to study.
Albert—What did you do last
night?
Nina—Well, I often wondered
where the sun went at night, ajid
I stayed up and it finally dawned on
me.

cm s
and we'd like
to talk with you
about it
All races of people since the beginning
of time, so far as we have been able
i J read, have had some kind of a pipe
end have smoked something—whether
they called it tobacco or what not.
A ND since smoking a pipe is so different
-LM. from smoking a cigar or cigarette,
we made a most painstaking, scientific
study in an effort to make, if we could,
a tobacco which was suited to pipes.
We found out, first, that there was a
kind of tobacco that grew in the Blue
Grass section of Kentucky called White
Burley, and that there was a certain kind
of this tobacco which was between the
tobacco used for cigarettes and the tobacco used for chewing tobacco. It is
this tobacco which is best for pipes.
We found out that Mr. J. N. Wellman,
many years ago, made a pipe tobacco
which was very popular. But it was
never advertised and after he passed
away nothing more was heard about it.
We acquired this Wellman Method and
that is what we use in making Granger.

©1933
LIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO CO.

Next was the cut. We knew that fine
tobacco burnt hot because it burnt so
fast. You could hardly hold your pipe in
your hand, it got so hot at times. So
remembering how folks used to "whittle"
their tobacco we cut GRANGER just like
"whittle" tobacco—"Rough Cut." It
smokes cooler, lasts longer and never
gums the pipe.
So far, so good. Now we wanted to
sell this tobacco for 10c. Good tobacco

The Granger pouch
keeps the tobacco fresh

— right process — cut right. So we put
Granger in a sensible soft foil pouch
instead of an expensive package, knowing
that a man can't smoke the package.
GRANGER has not been on sale very
long, but it has become a popular smoke.
And we have yet to know of a man who
started to smoke it, who didn't keep on.
Folks seem to like it.

&e#^Wf
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JUNIOR COUNCIL
At the regular meeting of the Junior Council Tuesday night the greatest portion of the time was given
over to the election of new members.
Willie White, Clive Lytle and Rick
Mclver were chosen.
Since 'Mr. Aull, who has been leading the group ever since the freshman year is to leave Clemson for the
rest of this year, plans were discussed for future meetings, and it was
decided to continue without a new
leader until next year when Mr. Aull
will return.
The council wishes to
take this opportunity to express its
appreciation for the excellent work
Mr. Aull has done and for the efforts he has made toward assisting
each member of the council.

WA'SHlNCl uN

MERRY-GO-ROUND

At last tne lid. is lifted off official
Washington anu the insidious workings ot crooked politicians to rob the
public of its money is exposed in
this daring picture recently released
by Columbia and to be shown here
on January 2b.
Lee Trao>, who put across such a
fine performance in "Doctor X", has
the
leading role while Constance
Cummings keeps up the feminine end
admirably.
The story deals with the career of
an ambitious young man from Indiana, a descendant of a signer of the
Declaration of Independance, who, on
being elected to represent 'his state
in Congress, believes, in his conscientous patriotic enthusiasm, that
he can "clean up" politics. His first
speech is delivered with fiery eloquence opposing a scheme to swindle
the public out of two million dollars
in the form of a memorial for an
obscure general of the Indian wars
about whom nobody knows even the
historical facts. It is booed out of
the "House" but arouses a storm of
anxiety among the politicians.
On the train, bound for Washington, he meets Alice Wylie (Constance
Cummings).
She leaves the train
before arriving in Washington but
meets him again in the Capitol in
the company of an influential political leader. O'f course, his open denunciation of inside affairs results in
his being framed and asked to resign. Not daunted, he allies himself with several of Iris former
buddies who are at the time marching to Washington with the B. E. F.
Penally, with their aid, he succeeds
*n getting the goods on his enemies
and wins the girl back to himself.
This is one picture you can't afford to miss.

VARSITY BOXING SCHEDULE

an. 20—Georgia at Clemson
Fell. 4—Florida at Gainesville
F'eh. 13—South Carolina at Clemson
Feb. 17—Presbyterian at Clinton
Feb. 20—Ga. at Athens (tentative)
Feb. 24 and 25—Southern Conference meet at Charlottesville, Va.
Dr. Milford—Do you sleep with
your window up or down?
Jerx Wary—Er, I don't sleep with
my window at all.
Bill—I like your form.
Alice—Must we go oveT all that
Igain?
I asked her to kiss me without
avail.
Year, I don't like kissing thru
those things either.

R. L.

Hartley

WITH THE ALUMNI
Mr. L. E. Bagwell, graduate of
Members of the New York chapter the Clemson Textile Department,
present at the banquet, included L. June, 1932, has accepted a position
with the office force of the Watts
A. Barton, '28; J. H. Baker, '27
Coach Neely Present at Din- W. F. Burriss, '24; E. C. Byrd, '30 Mills, Laurens, S. C.
ner for former Tigers
J. P. Cannon' ,27; P. L. Elias, '04
(Mr. Herman Taylor, graduate of
J. C. Furman,. '18; A. W. Haskell,
Clemson Textile
Department,
Wednesday night the New York '18; T. G. Hendricks, '23; David the
City Chapter of the Clemson Col-Jennings, '02; .M .A. Legette, '23; 1926, has resigned as assistant delege Alumni Association gave a din- F. R. Logan, '2 2; G. F. Mitchell, signer at the Watts Mills, Laurens,
ner at the famous St. Regis Hotel '02; G.
F. Parker,
'28; M. S. S. C, to accept a position as asin New York in honor of Coach Jess; Reeves; A. O. Roche, '26; H. I. sistant to the president at Pelzer,
Neely. Neely, who is vice-president, Sanders, '28; H. M. Sartor, '30; S. C.

of the
Coaches Division of the [ G. M. Speer, '24; E. L. Tyler, '28;
U. of Nebraska Seniors
Living on Own Cooking Southern Conference spent a day in p. p. w;. Waller, '28; E. C. Welling,
Lincoln, Neb.— (IP)—-What ought
to be the record for economy on the
part of college students has been
set at the Unversity of Nebraska by
Charles Warner, senior in business
administration, and Hubart Heigeler
senior in engineering.
The two, cooking all their own
'meals, are gaining weight on a diet
-which costs them each only $3 a
month.
They believe their food is wholesome, and that it is good for them
they prove by going in for athletics,
one for swimming, the other for
wrestling.
Twice a week the pair makes a
thick stew of beef, onions and potatoes. This is frozen and reheated
as it is needed. And here is how
the two make bread: They buy raw
wheat and have it ground whole at
the College of Agriculture. To this
they add tv/o cans of baking powder, sixteen pounds of raisins and,
;six cups of sugar. This mixture is
put away in a sack to be used as
needed. When bread is needed ten
cups of the mixture is taken out,
mixed with a can of condensed milk,
three tablespoons of lard, salt and
water to make a thick batter.
If
eggs are selling cheaply they add
four eggs to the batter. Then it is
put in the oven.
Apples and, raw cabbage are used
to supplement the diet, on which the
students expect to hold out until
graduation.

New York prior to the Southern
Conference Meeting in Richmond,
Va.
Clemson is to play George Washington University at Washington, D.
C, in October, 1933, and it seems
that Clemson athletic authorities, as
well as Clemson alumni in the East
are desirous of scheduling at least
one game in the East each year.
Approximately seventy-five Clemson men attended the banquet for
Neely at the exclusive St. Regis Hotel. Those present included the officers of the New York Chapter,
John B. Moore, president; Dr. H.
H. Keyserling, vice-president; Wade
H. Macfie, vice president; E. K. Anderson, treasurer; J. C. Pridmore,
W. H. Wallace
'A Pediment"
W. R. Gill
C. N. Robinson
W. H. Wallace
G. D. Way

After College
WHAT?

AWARDS ANNOUNCED
IN ARCHITECTURE
Routine Plates and Christmas
Card Designs Judged
The following awards in Architectural Design have been made and
submitted for publication in THE
TIGER:
Senior Design—"A Garden Club"
E. .A Newbury, first
J. R. Wait, second.
"An Architect's Christinas Card"
E'. W. 'Moise, first
J. Turner, second
W. A. Bowles, third
"A Private Mausoleum"
J. R. Wait, first
W. A. Bowles, second
Junior Design—"A Collector's Library"
The following received mention:
A. A. Dickson
T. J. Bissett
J. F. James
W. G. Lyles
S. L. Moise
A. S. Thomas
"An Architect's Christmas Card"
O. R. Huskey, first
Jack Freeman and J. F. James,
second (tie)
W. G. Lyles, third
"Entourage Composition"
W. G. Lyles, first
A. A. Dickson, second
J. F. James, third
"A Private Mausoleum"
The following received mention:
S. L. Moise
J. F. James
W. G. Lyles
A. A. Dickson
Sophomore Design—"A Wall Fountain"
T. A. Hendricks and G. E. LaFaye
tied for first.
Freshman Design—-"Ionic Studies"
G. D. Way
"Corinthian Studies"
G. D. Wlay

Mr. H. C. Whitmire, graduate of
the Clemson Textile Department,
1932, has accepted work with the
Brandon Corporation, Greenville, S.
C.

\ -25; D. L. Wingo, '29; J. Kershaw,
j '27; R. L. Link, '05; S. R. Alexander, '27; E. K. Anderson, '24; R.
R. Davis, '28; B. F. Driggers, '23;
T. K. Ellott, '0 2; Dr. H. H. Keyserling, '20; J. D. LeVin, '28; J. C.
Pridmore, '09; Joshua Ward, '16;
Hollingsworth Bell Guest, Col. Wade
Hampton Carpenter, '96; John B.
Moore, '21.

Mr. L. H. Mayfield, former student of the Clemson Textile Department, is now designer at the Spe»cer Corporation, Spindale, N. C.
John B. Moore, president of the
N. Y. Alumni Club was a visitor on
the campus during the holidays.

The Clemson alumni in New York
were infleunced in selecting the St.
Regis Hotel as the ;place for their
banquet because of the fact that
Mr. J. C. Thorn, formerjy of Winnsboro, S. C, is president of the St.
Regis Hotel Corporation. (Mr. and
Mrs. Thorn visited the dining room,
where the dinner
was held, and
were introduced to the Clemson men.
The sports editors of the New
York City daily newspapers were
guests at the dinner.
They were
all interested in meeting Coaoh Jess
Neely, as they knew that he was the
man who helped Wallage Wade mold
the football team which won the
national championship at the Rose
Bowl in 1931; and Neely is well
known as the former baseball coach
of Princeton University.

THE STUDENT GLEANER

At 11:30 P. M. Anson Weeks, director of the famous St. Regis orchestra, announced over station WE
AF that Clemson was holding a banquet for Coach Neely at the St. Regis.
This was a national hookup
and therefore was heard from Coast
to Coast.

DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (M. D. in three years) or three
terms may be taken each year (M.D. in
four years). The entrance requirements
are intelligence, character and at least
two years of college work, including the
subjects specified for Grade A Medical
Schools. Catalogs and application forms
may be obtained from the Dean.

B

John K. Griffin recently married
Miss Annie Isabel Frierson of Kingstree. Griffin is at present connected
with the Factory Mutual Insurance
Company of St. Louis, Mo.
:

Start the New Year Right hy
Having Your Clothes Cleaned
RIGHT
MOOSEHEAD AND CRIP

J)UKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

COMING
January 23 and 24

Insurance ?
Julian S. Myrick, famous New
York general agent, says: "Selling
life insurance is the best paid
hard work there is. No capital
required other than a good character, an active mind and perseverance. Any young man with
these qualifications will find a
great future in insurance."
NO OTHER BUSINESS offers
greater rewards for hard work.
But insurance offers some pretty tough
problems. Perhaps that explains why
in this business, as in college, a pipe
is the most popular smoke.
While you "cram" for that exam
... or later when you figure out the
best way to sell a $100,000 policy, just
light up a pipeful of Edgeworth Smoking Tobacco.
Edgeworth is the favorite college
smoke.* And only in Edgeworth can
you find that distinctive blend of fine
old burley tobacco. If you would like
to try before you buy, just write Larus
8C Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va., for a free sample package.

GRADY KINSLAND representing the Storrs-Schaefer Tailoring Company.
He has a Big Selection of Spring Suit Patterns at Very Moderate
Prices.
Mr. Kinsland is an expert, and we
guarantee every garment to fit. You may have
your suit delivered when you like.

s

Juniors and Seniors, buy a suit on your Aprrl check.
Seniors, particularly, will need clothes soon.
^«M«to}5!l^|gi5!iWagl[gMffii^^^
HHHHlHllllHgiaaB^

NEW SHOES
BARGAIN PRICES
AT

* A recent investigation showed Edgeworth the
favorite smoke at 42 out of 54 leading colleges

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Buy Edgeworth
anywhere in two
forms—Edgeworth
Ready-Rubbed
and Edgeworth
Plug Slice. All
sizes — i 5J! pocket
package to pound
humidor tin. Some
sizes in vacuum
sealed tins.

&gS£%

HOKE SLOAN

}■

DRILL SHOES

$1.75 and $2.50

DRESS SHOES

From $3.00 to $4.00

Two-Piece Underwear at 25c per Piece

'■-

, EXTRA ,
,-W/GHCRAOE
RFADYRUBBtD,

Good Sox at 10c Pair
CIGARETTES

15c Package

'■■

"Judge" Keller
SPISpllSiHIgSgllSllSl^^
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team. This year agitation for reorganizing the sport had reached
such a pitch that it now only remains for the athletic association
to extend its approval of the plans.
The requests of those interested are,
to say the least, modest.
The initial outlay for such a project involves only the purchase of
tank suits, and the prospective members have expressed themselves as
willing to bear this expense themselves. Flans have also been considered for several intercollegiate
meets, particularly with Georgia and
Emory University.
The Southern
Conference meet is to be held at
the University of Virginia during
I the latter part of February or the
I first week in March. Such members
AMBITIOUS GRID MENU
The 1933 football menu features ! who can afford it intend to defray
a fare of 11 choice dishes—an in- I their own expenses on these trips,
crease of two games over the '3 2 provided they materialize.
program. Nor can such action by
FISHER WOULD INSTRUCT
the athletic association be considGraham Fisher has generously
ered foolhardy. Altho the late football season was not signally suc- agreed to assume the responsibilicessful in producing Tiger victories, ties of training the recruits. He
it was far from being a box-office would be ably assisted by Al Rolflop.
The Clemson-Tech game in lins. Both these men were varsity
Atlanta drew the largest attendance members of the last team and have
of open-game fans assembled at had a great deal of experience in
developing swim teams.
Grant Field in recent years.
Practically all that is asked of
Of far greater importance, however, was the widespread publicity the athletic association is that block
gained thru that and subsequent letters be awarded, the association
engagements—notably the Carolina making its own stipulations as to
and Georgia games. And we might the requirements for winning them.
add here that even tho the three
games mentioned resulted in de- FROSH QUINT HAS THE GOODS
Jone's little Jungaleers are folfeats for the Tigers, they were every one top-notch thrillers and lowing in the footsteps of his other
two rat basketball teams. Simons,
worthy of the highest praise.
It is only by playing with the Sherman, and Wood will be re■"big dogs' 'that one becomes "one membered as members of Bob's '31
of them" rather than just "among team. This year's varsity is displaythem." Consequently, the '33 pro- ing Woodward, Diliard, Dobson, and
gram has been expanded' to include Swails from his '32 team. Both of
the University of Mississippi and these teams won practically all of
their games. So far this year the
George Washington University.
freshmen have defeated
Seneca
BOXING MAJOR SPORT
The same program of expansion twice, Greer once, and Parker once.
The following lineup is the one
is being carried out in regards to
"boxing this year. Only 5 matches which the rats have used most;
were arranged last year while 7 Shore and Crawford, forwards: Kis—exclusive of the conference meet sam, center; Lancaster and For—are on the boards for 1933. Thus shaw, guards. Crawford and Shore
the Tigers have perhaps the most are at present leading their teamextensive fight schedule of any mates in scoring.
school in the South this year. Unfortunately, tho, the match sche- TIGERS AGAINST TOUGH FOES
Joe Davis' Tigers are in for some
duled with the Citadel last week
■was called off due to insufficient scraps if they expect to go anyfunds at the Bulldog institution. where in the state this year. ErStrangely enough, at Clemson, the skine recently went on a trip thru
fistic sport proved to be the most North Carolina and came back with
remunerative of all athletics out- three victories against two defeats.
side of football last year. In fact, Saturday night they slipped into a
so intense was the interest of both two point victory over Furman in a
P. C.
■cadets and patrons of the game that game played in Greenville.
boxing has been promoted to the ■is looking good with Adams, from
Tank of a major sport along with Charleston, as their big scoring
football, basketball, track, and. base- threat. He dropped in twenty points
against Furman. Wofford showed
ball.
that they must be considered by
■CADETS WANT SWIMMING TEAM going to Charleston and defeating
both the College of Charleston and
While we are dwelling upon the
the Citadel.
Furman in spite of
subject of improvements in sports,
their losses has a team with Alley
we might mention another that
and Nau a3 big threats.
And then
seems appropriate—the addition of
there is that wonderful aggregation
a swimming team.
of sophomores down at the UniPhysical directors are -universally
versity. You have all heard quite
In accord concerning the merits of a lot about them.
•swimming as an exercise.
Nor is
there any exercise that keeps one in
Robby—Gee, I'm not myself toTaetter trim for other sports.
day.
The addition of a tank outfit
Frank—Well, you sure got the
•would be of unlimited benefit to the best of the bargain.
cadets and would entail an expense
practically negligible in comparison Flat Tire Parks—Do you take anyto the assets of the sport itself.
; thing off for cash?
iSwimming as a varsity sport was Saleslady—Sir?
discontinued at Clemson last year,
Gene— I can read your every
In spite of the fact that the 'Tigers
"had a quantity of excellent material thought.
Sweet—Well, what are you waitand no'ble prospects. Graham Fisher was to have been captain of the ing for?
DEPRESSION?
During this period of "lousy" gate
receipts and "electric dollars" it is
■highly significant of the spirit of
progressiveness and enthusiasm concerning sports at Clemson that the
program of intra-mural and intercollegiate athletic activities is continually increasing its scope in Tigertown.
While colleges and universities the nation over are discontinuing numbers of minor sports
and curtailing interschool engagements in the others, Clemson has
managed to not only maintain her
athletic standards intact but to actually embark upon a course of expansion.

V

Down in our fair Capital City a
very proud and indignant Gamecock
pauses in his lordly strutting only
long enough to throw back his majestic head in answer to this column
of a few weeks ago. The Gamecock
is all wrought up because we mentioned Clemson as one of the teams
that will make things hum in the
Southern Conference in the nearby
future and failed to recognize the
possibilities of the State University.
Publicity and recognition is all that
Carolina has received for the last
year. Their teams have been a disappointment and somehow we find
that we are unable to place much
confidence in them.
They talk a
good season, but they can't put their
words into action. We are in no
position to discuss the reason for
Carolina's failure to come through
as everyone expected. This is not
a comparison of Carolina and Clemson; it is merely a comparison of
possibilities and facts.
Examples furnish the best arguments. Last year Carolina had the
inside track for the baseball championship.
Clemson won the two
game play-off series from, them and
the state flag.
Carolina won the
state track meet with the least heralded of all their teams. Football
rolled around and every college in
the state handed the flag te the
Gamecocks in September. November
27 found Furman with an undefeated season and the championship.
And now com? basketball.
Carolina has the basketball world at her
feet with that wonderful freshman
outfit of last year. They were prepared to mop up with the South.
Well, those freshmen are now playing varsity ball and have already
lost several games.

WHY COLLEGE MEN GO TO JAIL tention of the prisoner who doubts
whether, after all, one gets an edu(Continued from page one)
cation in college.
"I cannot recall that I ever talkhere without a history of alcohol- ed with a prisoner here who had
ism, which usually (though not in- worked his way through college.
variably ) began during his under"I venture to siiggegst how you
graduate days.
and prepare your boy for college
NOT MURDER
in such a way that his experiences
"College men are seldom convict- there will not herid him toward a
ed of offenses where either force or State prison. First and foremost,
intimidation is involved, or even ex- see to it that he has a home that
treme physical exertion. They are always faces lifa squarely and honnot likely to 'become 'human flies, estly, without foolish pretenses, unor cat burglers, o rsafe-blowers, or convincing evations or overemphahold-up men or racketeers, or kid- sis an superficialities.
A home that
napers, or mail-coach robbers. They is less than fully honest in its atare not addicted to the crime pas- titude toward what may seem very
sionel. It is very rarely that, for inconsequential matters makes it
any couse whatever, they commit easier for its children, later on in
murder. Since I came to Sing Sing life, to be dishonest in what the law
17 years ago, only one college man considers veTy important matters.
has been electrocuted.
So live within your income, even if
"As compared with the present that does entail some sacrifices. Do
inmates of Sing Sing who have only not pretend, to 'be what you are not,
attended high school, the prisoners or to have what you do not have.
"Very early in life begin to teach
who have attended college have, in
proportion to their total number, your boy financial responsibility, and
committed only one-eighth as many the essential relation between monrobberies (robbery being a crime ey and work. Give him the largest
that involves personal violence or allowance that you can afford and
the threat of violence), but they that it seems wise for him to have,
have committed three times as many and then make him kep rigidly to
larcenies. The typical college man'a it—but do not tempt him to lie by
crime is taking money that does insisting on his accounting for every
not belong to him, while the owner last cent of it. If he really needs
is not watching, and doing this more money than you can afford to
in what seems to be the easiest and give him, show him how he can
safest way.
earn it himself. If you want what
"Of all crimes, college men seem is pretty nearly a one hundred per
most addicted to forgery. In view cent insurance against his ever goof the fact that this is one of the ing to prison, let him earn at least
easiest crimes to detect, and also part of his college expenses.
"Do not baby him. Treat him
one of the easiest on which to obtain a conviction, their partiality to like the man that he already thinks
it would seem to support the con- he is. Encourage him in his awkward and often annoying attempts
The Gamecock's answer to this •at self-expression and self-determicolumn a few weeks ago informed us nation. When he gets into trouble
that only two of 24 regular foot- because of immature judgement, do
ball men wil graduate this spring. . . not pull him out so quickly that he
they are still talking a good game. fails to connect canse and effect.
It is perfectly O. K. for them to talk Do not spoil him, and do not nag
a good season, but wouldn't it be him.
The one !i as bad as the
much better if they backed it up other.
Give him ever-increasing
with action?
Carolina, when you freedom while ^ie is living with
do something you will get due credit you—with the burdens and responfor it. Until then we are forced sibilities and hard knocks that are
to confine our remarks to those inseparable from any true freedom
teams that are really showing signs —and he will not misuse the larger
of dangerous improvement.
independence of the college years."

agraMaagillte^

Within the next
few days we will
have on display a
fine line of Valentines
and Valentine Candy

Cigarettes 15c Pkg.
X. (S: QTlazlin
2>

&
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager

OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY STORE
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EDUCATED DRINKING
IMMORTAL UNIVERSE
GO TO
NOW PROPOSED
NOW BELIEVED
Cincinnati—(IP)—The best substitute for Prohibition, in the opinion of Dr. William^Muhlberg, former member of the faculty of Harvard. University and now medical
director of the Union Central Life
Insurance Co., is education in "the
art of drinking.''
In fact, inasmuch as Prohibition
seems definitely to be on the way
out, Dr. Muhlberg favors beginning
such education immediately.
"tl is not too soon," he says "to
begin educating people who want
to drink in the art of using alcoholic beverages. In fact such education is a definite responsibility of
all organizations interested in public health.
"We know that abstemious persons have good life expectancy ordinarily, but it is interesting to
notice that authorities now are
tending toward the belief that moderate drinkers do also, and it is
probable that they are just as good
risks as the abstemious persons. It
is the higher brackets that cause
trouble."
The physician proposes that we
Americans be taught to drink as
Germans do, with their meals.

Columbia, Mo.— (IP)— Speaking
before the University of 'Missouri
section of the American Chemical
Society, Prof. William D. Harkins
of the University of Cihcago, gave
a new answer to the riddle of the
creation of matter out in the empty
'void' of space.
He filled this space with a new
kind of matter discovered this year
in the neutron, a particle tinier than
electroxis or protons, yet tangible
enough to be built up by creative
forces.
The significance of the discovery
is that ii it is accurate, it means
that the universe we live in is immortal.
Under the previous accepted theories that the universe
was gradually burning itself up
without any recreative forces being
at work, there had to be some end
to the whole affair. If this discovery holds, it will be recognized that
there is never any end to creation
in the universe.
Dr. Harkness spoke with authority because he is one of two scientists who predicted ten years ago
the discovery of the very neutrons
which have been 'brought to light
at Cambridge, England.
Dr. Harkness thereby backs up

CHAPEL
OR GO

HOME

Allentown, Pa.— (IP)—When a
chapel proctor at Muhlenberg College reported several men absent he
was siezed and hazed by the men.
The faculty asked the student council to act against the hazers. The
council refused, and asked the faculty to dismis schapel
proctors,
Then Dr. John A. Hass, president of
the college, issued an edict.
It
was to the effect that all hazers
and students who are "pagans in
spirit," should get out of the college.

I am quite aware that an import
duty is not immoral, and that an
economic "principle" is nothing but
a generalization about business or
welfare. Consequently, I read economic discussions, including Lord
Beaverbrook's speeches, sometimes
with a yawn and sometimes with a
smile, but never with a blush.—Lord
Hugh Cecil.

the theory of Dr. Robert A. Millikan of the California Institute of
Technology, that creation of solid
matter is going on all the time.

We are only now extending to all.
classes the facilities for good living
which the wealthier Cretans had.
Democracy has not failed; the 3,000 years ago.—Sir Banister Fletintelligence of the race has failed cher.
before the problems the race has
raised.—Dr. Robert M. Hutchins of
Communism and capitalism are
the University of Chicago.
both
essentially international in
their conceptions.—Frank H. SimApparently man is capable of ad- onds.
justing himself to almost anything.
I have seen millions of my fellow
I should prefer to admit a million
citizens living and apparently enjoy- morons than a million geniuses to
ing themselves in the City of New the United States, because the moYork.—Prof. G. S. Counts of Co- rons could be put to useful work
lumbia Universitv.
which none of us want to do.—■
Prof. J. M. Osman.
There are two kinds of education.
One is that which makes you pass
There seems to be reverence only
examinations, the other is the one for pleasure and wealth.—Cardinal
you enjoy. This makes education an Hayes.
atmosphere, a discipline and a lift,
The mystery is not why lecturers
and produces a human being.—Bishop David of Liverpool.
come but why audiences come.—Sinclair Lewis.
Demand is not synonymous with
A survey of the tastes of the senwant or desire; demand expresses
purchasing capacity.—Alonzo E. Tay- ior class at Hunter College reveals
lor.
that on the whole the members of
the class are conservative, prefer
I complained of inability to think classical poetry, like to read better
of crushing repartees in time. My than to do anything else, plan mostly
friend said: "Be thankful. I always to go into teaching, medicine, law,
think of them in time and then spend radio broadcasting and library and
the rest of the day wishing I had museum work, and have Heywood
not!"—B. M. Rostron.
Broun as their favorite columnist.

FAMOUS REMARKS
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"1T7HEN I work hard, I usually
V T smoke more; and when I smoke
more, I usually work harder—and that's
why I want a cigarette that's milder
We use in Chesterfield Cigarettes
mild, ripe Domestic and Turkish tobaccos which have been aged and re-aged.
These good tobaccos in Chesterfield
are used in the right proportions—that's
a very important matter.
These good tobaccos in Chesterfield
are blended and cross-blended—welded
together; that, too, helps to make a
milder cigarette with better taste.

THEY'RE MILDER-THEY TASTE BETTER
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